

1 st Crypto Asset Manager running Hedge fund.
www.acfio.org

INTRODUCTION:
»The first 100% algorithmic

»Founded by ex-multi-billions

crypto asset manager surfing on
two exponential trends: the
quantitative management wave
and the crypto currency
universe’s expansion.

asset managers in tier 1 banks,
it will propose all-weather
performing investment solutions
for crypto holders, through
Decentralized Autonomous
Funds (DAFs).

History:

»
»
»
»
»

There were 6 Financial experts who invested their money in the equities and Foreign exchange
using their skills to earn for a better lifestyle.
After 5 Years of successful analysis they thought of hedge fund(an offshore investment fund,
typically formed as a private limited partnership, that engages in speculation using credit or
borrowed capital).
They also created their own payment gateway so that they keep the data of customers secure
and protected and also provide protection to merchants from heavy fees.
Luxembourg, Estonia, Netherland, Belgium are the four countries where they thought to give a
startup to their idea.
In Luxembourg they met with a software company and after giving them algorithm, they created
a website ACFIO.

Algorithm Explanation:

»
»
»
»
»
»

The Experts have made algorithm in such a way that every single investor gets profit as a
segments gets over.
Total there are 5 Segments.
The ICO(Initial Coin Offering) for ACFIO is 0.10$ per coin.
An investor has to buy minimum 30$ coins i.e. 300 coins to get the benefits of ACFIO.
Each Segment gets completed in 20 days.
After the completion of first segment the investor gets 25% of their coin with the increased
revenue of coin to resale them into the market.

Revenue Increment:
Payout Date

Payout Ratio

Speculated
Rate

Segment 1

20 May 2018

25%

0.10$

Segment 2

09 June 2018

25%

0.14$

Segment 3

30 June 2018

25%

0.20$

Segment 4

20 July 2018

25%

0.25$

Segment 5

09 August 2018

25%

0.30$

OUR VISION:
Investment Solution
To Trade crypto-assets is very
convenient since it may benefit
from the full power of smart
contracts with a completely
seamless structure within the
crypto environment.

Rise in crypto market
capitalization
Our vision is that in a few years
time, large institutional investors
will start diversifying their
investment portfolio in order to
incorporate these new assets in
their allocation.

Modern asset
management
The Asset management industry
has been dominated, in an
oligopolistic manner, by large
banks or financial institutions for
ages . They have collected huge
amount of fees while delivering
poor performance.

Volume
Even with the recent
market capitalization
records, BTC and ETH are
still a fraction of the largest
asset markets, Giving the
possibility to invest in real
assets would allow to
manage larger amounts of
funds from day one than
simply trading altcoins and
bitcoin.

Value Transfer
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Diversification
Portfolio management intrinsically relies on diversification. Creating
numerous DAFs will offer this possibility.

With efficient trading
strategies, lots of value can
be seized from the real
world and transfer back to
the crypto ecosystem. Such
value transfer shall fuel the
growth of the crypto world
and accelerate its journey
towards general
acceptance.

Why to choose us?
Quantitative
Management

Crypto-currency
expansion
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Investment Solution

DAFs

Investment solutions are still
limited within the blockchain
ecosystem, restricting investors
to manage most of their savings
outside the crypto currency
environment.

Combining this tokenization
with the emergence of
quantitative investment
strategies should allow to create
a leading actor in the crypto
quantitative trading space.
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Self Exchange Wallet

Expert Trading

From AFC Wallet, conversion of
one crypto currency to another
is possible.

The 1st crypto asset management
firm proposing to investors
performing and highly scalable
trading.
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3- Buy

Trading Process:

Buy AFC from deposited and
confirmed BTC, ETH, etc.

1- Register
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Register to our wallet by
providing email address.

2
4- Trade

1

Trade with the paired crypto
currencies within the wallet.

2- Deposit
Deposit BTC, ETH, etc
into your wallet.

ANDROID PROJECT

User-friendly can be
accesed from
android device also.
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Place your screenshot here

TABLET PROJECT

Similarly from Tablet
also.

